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以下訂正済みですが、実際の試験では下記の訂正がありました。

















I Listening I

I First listen to the lecture, which you will hear TWICE. Choose the correct answer for each

question based on the lecture, by indicating A, B, C, or D on the MARK SHEET.

This lecture mentions two reports. When and by whom were these two reports published?

A In 2005 by a United Nations panel and in 2007 by Dutch journalists

B In 2(j07 by Dutch journalists and in 2010 by a United Nations panel

e In 2010 by Dutch scientists and in 2005 by a United Nations panel

o In 2010 by Dutch scientists and in 2007 by a United Nations panel

2 What is one difference between the two reports?

A Only the most recent report considers river basins in Bangladesh and Bhutan.

B The most recent report predicts that the impact of melting glaciers will be much worse than

predicted in the earlier report.

e Unlike the earlier report, the most recent report considers the atmospheric concentration of

greenhouse gases.

o Unlike the earlier report, the most recent report considers the impact of change in rainfall

patterns.

3 On what point do scientists disagree?

A Whether glaciers around the world are melting at an increasing rate

B Whether global warming is related to higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

e Whether the areas around the Himalayan mountains will suffer food shortages

o Whether the Himalayan glaciers could remain for hundreds of years in a warmer world

4 Why has the 2010 study been criticized?

A For including only Dutch researchers on the team

B For not considering the impact of the melting glaciers on poverty and pollution

e For not dealing with river basins in central Asia and northwest China

o For not giving possible solutions

5 According to scientists, how should governments III the region adapt to the predicted water

shortages?

A By growing crops that use less water

B By improving irrigation practices

e By storing more water for longer

o All of the above

II Now listen to a news report, which you will hear ONCE. Mter hearing the interview once, you

will hear five questions. For each question, choose the correct answer according to the news

report, by indicating A, B, or C on the MARK SHEET. The questions will be read only ONCE.
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